
  

Weeds or flowers? 
Field Bindweed or Convolvulus arvensis 

Bindweed (morning glory), is found in our gardens and parks up and down the country. It is a 

broadleaved rhizomatic perennial plant with a long fleshy root system which helps it to be a very 

successful at spreading across ground through to adjacent plots and other gardens. As well as working 

its way underground it is also climbs through and over established plants and shrubs and if left 

undeterred it will eventually completely choke the host plant.  It will spread via seeds or root system. 

Identification 

It has distinctive heart shape leaves that produce a 

trumpet shape flower in summer that are rather attractive.  

It climbs up and winds around plants in an anticlockwise 

direction. 

Managing it 

The best time is in spring as it first emerges, if you gently dig it out with a fork you can unearth the long 

root system and remove. Then just keep an eye out for it as the season continues and continue to dig it 

out, taking as much root as possible with it. It will re-establish from any piece of root left in the ground.  

Do not compost this as the root will not break down and you may end up spreading the bindweed even 

further! In order to prepare the ground for clearing an overgrown growing area and making the roots 

easier to remove. Slash down the high standing weeds and then cover the area with a thick compost 

manure mulch (at least 20 cms). Tread it down firmly. You can also use sheets of cardboard under the 

mulch. 

Personally I try not to use chemicals and you can reach a happy medium by regularly removing the 

growth by hand and planting that withstands the remaining growth, the flowers of the bindweed that 

remain do attract pollinating insects. At the end of summer, the plant will fade and disappear leaving 

the bristle skeleton of its winding stems which can be pulled out. However, on areas where bindweed 

has been allowed to run rampant and you have limited time and labour resources a systemic weed 

killer may be required. If this is the case care must be taken to avoid affecting the surrounding plants 

and soil. Put a cane in the ground beside it and allow it to grow up the cane and then coat the leaves 



  
with systemic weed killer which it will take down into its root system and kill it completely without 

impacting on the surrounding plants. 

 

Left: getting started in spring.  

Above: Small plant showing root system below 

ground 

Below: Bindweed left unchecked 


